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Acceleration of beam ions during edge localized modes (ELMs) in a tokamak has been observed
for the first time through direct measurements of fast-ion losses in low collisionality plasmas. The
accelerated beam-ion population exhibits well-localized velocity space structures which are revealed
by means of tomographic inversion of the measurement, showing energy gains of the order of tens
of keV. This suggests that the ion acceleration results from a resonant interaction between the
beam ions and parallel electric fields arising during the ELM. Orbit simulations have been carried
out to identify the mode-particle resonances responsible for the energy gain in the particle phase
space. The observation motivates the incorporation of a kinetic description of fast particles in ELM
models and may contribute to a better understanding of the mechanisms responsible for particle
acceleration, ubiquitous in astrophysical and space plasmas

Spontaneous acceleration of charged particles is ubiq-15

uitous in space, astrophysical and laboratory plasmas [1–16

3]. Among these processes magnetic reconnection ap-17

pears often as a common agent in different environments18

such as solar flares [4] or the Earth’s magnetosphere [2]19

and magnetotail [5, 6]. However, the identification of20

the acceleration mechanism is sometimes unclear and de-21

pending on the particular phenomena different options22

are invoked [6–10]. In this sense laboratory plasmas with23

in-situ measurements may help to elucidate the underly-24

ing physics responsible for the acceleration mechanisms25

[3]. In the presence of an electric field, there is a certain26

threshold above which the accelerating force experienced27

by charged particles overcomes the drag force due to col-28

lisions, thus leading to the so called runaway accelera-29

tion process [11]. In tokamaks, electron [12, 13] and ion30

[14, 15] runaways are commonly observed in the presence31

of sub-Dreicer electric fields arising during internal mag-32

netic reconnection. Acceleration of electrons during edge33

localized modes (ELMs) was reported recently [16], show-34

ing that such processes could play a role at the edge of35

tokamak plasmas. ELMs [17, 18] are periodic magnetohy-36

drodynamic instabilities that appear in the edge-pedestal37

region of tokamak plasmas operating in the high confine-38

ment mode (H-mode) [19]. These instabilities driven by39

edge current and/or pressure gradient produce a cyclic40

loss of heat and particles to the walls which could limit41

the lifetime of plasma facing components in future fusion42

reactors [20]. It is therefore of paramount importance43

to understand the physics underlying the interaction be-44

tween ELMs and energetic particles.45

In this Letter we present, for the first time, evidence of46

beam ion acceleration during ELMs in the ASDEX Up-47

grade (AUG) tokamak through direct measurements of48

fast-ion losses. The measurements have been performed49

in low pedestal collisionality plasmas (ν∗ ≤ 0.4) with50

βN = β aBt

Ip
∼ 2.5, where β is the ratio of plasma pres-51

sure to magnetic pressure, a is the minor radius of the52

tokamak, Bt is the toroidal magnetic field and Ip is the53

plasma current. In these experiments the only external54

source of supra-thermal ions to the plasma were high en-55

ergy neutral beam injected (NBI) deuterium ions. Mea-56

surements with multiple scintillator based fast-ion loss57

detectors (FILD) [21], located near the AUG midplane58

at z ∼ 0.3 m and toroidally displaced ∆Φ ∼ 113◦, show59

bursts of fast-ions synchronized with the occurrence of60

ELM perturbations. In Fig.1(a) the timetrace of the di-61

vertor current (in black) which is used as an ELM moni-62

tor, and the line integrated edge density (in blue), which63

is observed to drop at each ELM, are plotted. Spikes in64

the loop voltage signal (in red) are also observed dur-65

ing the ELMs, which are indicative of the appearance of66

transient electric fields. Fig.1(b) shows the timetrace of67

the fast-ion losses measured by two different FILD de-68

tectors, which are located at the same poloidal position69

near the midplane, but at different toroidal locations. A70

zoom into an individual ELM is shown in Figs.1(c) and71

(d). Filamentary-like behaviour is observed in the FILD72

signals, where multiple spikes with characteristic times of73

∼ 100 µs occur within a single ELM crash, which has a74

longer characteristic time, typically on the order of 1 ms.75
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FIG. 1. (a) Timetraces of edge electron density (in blue), the
loop voltage (in red) and the divertor current (in black). (b)
Timetraces of two different FILD signals.(c) and (d) show a
zoom into an individual ELM.

These fast-ion filaments are different for the two FILD de-76

tectors, thus revealing the 3D nature of the phenomenon.77

Detailed measurements of the velocity space of fast-ion78

losses in ELMs reveal a fast-ion population at energies79

well above the beam injection energy. This is shown in80

Fig.2(a), where two main populations can be identified81

at pitch angles of arccos(− v‖
v ) ∼ 45◦ and ∼ 60◦. These82

correspond to first orbit fast-ion losses of a tangential83

(Q7) and a radial (Q8) NBI source, identified as passing84

and trapped orbits respectively, which explore the edge85

region of the plasma. Both populations show a similar86

pattern in the gyroradius profile: two spots centered at87

rL ∼ 4 cm and rL ∼ 5 cm, which correspond to the main88

and half NBI energy components of E0 = 82 keV and89

E0

2 = 41 keV respectively; and an additional population90

at rL ≥ 5 cm which is only observed during the transient91

ELM crash and corresponds to energies well above the92

main NBI energy component, which shall be referred to93

as high-energy feature onwards.94

Due to the finite resolution of the FILD system, the95

velocity space measurement at the scintillator plate is a96

distorsion of the velocity space of the ions that reach the97

detector pinhole. The latter can be retrieved by applying98

tomographic inversion techniques to the measurements99

[22, 23], using the FILDSIM model which takes into ac-100

count the detector response [24, 25]. Fig.2(b) shows the101

result of this analysis, where the gyroradius profile of102

the FILD signal is plotted, integrated along the pitch103

angle interval between 58◦ and 65◦. The blue crosses in-104

dicate the experimental measurement. The curve shows105

3 bumps which are smooth due to the effect of the in-106

strument resolution. After applying the velocity space107

tomographic inversion to the experimental signal, we ob-108

tain the undistorted distribution which is plotted in red.109

Three peaks which are very well localized in gyroradius110
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FIG. 2. (a) Velocity space of fast ion losses measured by
FILD during an ELM. (b) Gyroradius profile of the FILD
signal. The blue crosses indicate the experimental FILD sig-
nal. In red, the undistorted gyroradius profile obtained after
the tomographic inversion is plotted. The black curve is the
expected gyroradius profile for the inverted distribution.

are observed. The ones at rL = 4.1 cm and rL = 2.9111

cm match perfectly with the main and half NBI energy112

components respectively, which is expected for first or-113

bit losses. Surprisingly, the high-energy feature is also114

very well localized in energy at a gyroradius of rL = 5.8115

cm which corresponds to ∼ 160 keV. The synthetic FILD116

signal expected for such a distribution is plotted in black,117

showing good agreement with the experimental measure-118

ment.119

The observation of the high energy feature is repro-120

ducible and has been observed over a wide range of pa-121

rameters from Ip = 0.8 − 1 MA and Bt = 1.8 − 2.5 T,122

with q95 varying from 3.5 to 5.5 approximately, thus in-123

cluding different toroidal mode numbers within the range124

expected in AUG. It is well correlated with the NBI heat-125

ing systems and with the divertor current signal. This is126

illustrated in Fig.3(a) showing the time evolution of the127

FILD gyroradius profile, together with the time traces of128

the divertor current (in white), and the NBI power (in129

red). Until 1.20 s no signal is measured in the FILD de-130

tector, in spite of an ELM occurring at 1.173 s. At 1.20131

s the NBI source delivering first orbit losses to FILD is132

switched on, and FILD starts to measure the main and133

half NBI energy components centered at rL = 4.1 cm134

and rL = 2.9 cm. From this timepoint onwards, every135

time an ELM crash occurs the intensity of the fast-ion136

losses at both NBI energy components is increased and137

the high-energy feature appears.138

Further evidence of the correlation between the ob-139
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FIG. 3. Gyroradius profile evolution of the FILD signal in two
AUG discharges. The divertor current is plotted in white. (a)
Discharge #33127 without MPs. NBI timetrace is plotted in
red (b) Discharge #34540 with MPs (grey box). The time
window in which ELM suppression is achieved is indicated by
two vertical dashed lines.

served high energy feature and the ELMs was found in140

an ELM suppressed regime, achieved via application of141

external magnetic perturbations (MPs) at AUG [26, 27].142

Fig.3(b) shows the evolution of the FILD gyroradius143

profile together with the divertor current timetrace (in144

white) in such a case. As soon as the MPs are applied145

(indicated by the grey box) the ELMs are mitigated, their146

frequency is increased and their amplitude is decreased.147

The high energy feature is observed in both mitigated148

and unmitigated ELMs. At t = 2.5 s the ELM sup-149

pressed regime is established and the high-energy feature150

disappears from the FILD signal, until t = 5.2 s when151

the ELM mitigated regime is recovered.152

The high-energy feature shows a pitch angle structure153

that depends on the beam source and q95, defined as154

the safety factor at 95% of the plasma minor radius.155

The pitch angle distribution of the main and half NBI156

energy components is not observed to vary during the157

ELM crashes. This is illustrated in Fig.4(a), which shows158

the pitch angle profile of the FILD signal for the main159

NBI injection energy (in black, for reference) and for the160

high-energy feature component (in colors). The different161

colors correspond to different time points of a discharge162

in which a scan in q95 was performed by ramping the163

toroidal magnetic field from 2.0 to 1.7 T. The profile at164

the main NBI injection energy shows two smooth bumps165

centered at 45◦ and 60◦ corresponding to the first orbit166

losses of Q7 and Q8 respectively. For the pitch angle167

interval between 40◦ − 50◦ corresponding to source Q7168

(passing orbits), we observe that the high energy compo-169

FIG. 4. (a) Pitch angle profile of the FILD signal. In black
(dashed line), the profile at the main NBI injection energy. In
color, the profile at the high energy component for different
timepoints indicated in figure (b), which shows the temporal
evolution of q95.

nent profile shows two different spikes centered approx-170

imately at 43◦ (spike I) and 48◦ (spike II). The relative171

intensity of the two spikes evolves as q95 is ramped during172

the discharge. As q95 decreases, the amplitude of spike I173

increases while the amplitude of spike II decreases. For174

the pitch angle interval between 55◦ − 65◦, correspond-175

ing to source Q8 (trapped orbits), no clear pitch angle176

evolution was observed.177

The observation of the pitch angle structure in the178

high-energy feature, together with the results of the to-179

mographic inversion, suggests a mechanism for the accel-180

eration of the beam ions which is highly velocity space181

dependent. Moreover, the characteristic times associ-182

ated with the individual fast-ion filaments (t ∼ 100µs) in183

comparison with the fast-ion slowing down time in these184

plasmas (τs ∼ 100 ms) indicate that the phenomenon is185

likely to be collisionless. Whilst turbulent mechanisms186

are found to be relevant for particle transport and ac-187

celeration in space and astrophysical plasmas, the effect188

of turbulence on fast-ions is thought to be negligible in189

these experiments provided the large E/Te ratio (≥ 100)190

[28, 29]. We therefore propose a resonant interaction be-191

tween the beam ion orbits and the parallel electric field192

emerging during the ELM, when magnetic reconnection193

is believed to take place [18]. Only the ions whose orbits194

are in phase with the parallel electric field are subject to195

a net energy gain. Additionally, spikes in the soft X-ray196

and bursts in the electron cyclotron emission signals have197

also been observed at the onset of some of these ELMs.198

These are indicative of electron acceleration [16], which199

further supports the hypothesis of the particle accelera-200

tion during ELMs in ASDEX Upgrade.201

The measured ELM induced beam-ion loss and accel-202

eration are likely the result of a complex mechanism that203
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FIG. 5. (a) Poloidal contour of the magnetic perturbation of
an ELM calculated with JOREK. Typical orbits measured by
FILD are overlayed. (b) Timetrace of simulated fast-ion losses
in a full ELM crash. The level of fast-ion losses without the
perturbation is indicated for reference by a dashed red line.
(c) Simulated energy gain of the markers in the presence of a
parallel electric field given by Eq.1. The separatrix position
is indicated in white. The approximated deposition of beams
Q7 and Q8 is indicated by the dotted white lines.

includes the resonant interaction of the fast-ions with204

the induced 3D electromagnetic perturbation.These phe-205

nomena have been modelled by performing full-orbit fast-206

particle following simulations in AUG realistic magnetic207

equilibria, including 3D magnetic and electric field per-208

turbations, and in the absence of collisions with the back-209

ground plasma. In order to investigate the ELM induced210

beam-ion losses, these simulations have been carried out211

for a complete ELM crash including realistic magnetic212

field perturbations calculated with the 3D non-linear re-213

sistive MHD code JOREK [30]. Fig.5(a) shows how the214

magnetic perturbation associated with the ELM is lo-215

cated at the edge of the plasma. A clear poloidal overlap216

is observed with passing (green) and trapped (white) fast-217

ion orbits corresponding to those populations measured218

by FILD. A realistic NBI birth distribution is calculated219

and the markers are started at each of the different mag-220

netic configurations throughout the whole ELM crash.221

The results of the simulation are shown in Fig.5(b), where222

the intensity of the fast-ion losses integrated in the whole223

vessel is plotted. A number of spikes can be identified,224

reproducing the filamentary like behaviour observed in225

the FILD signals. The level of fast-ion losses in the ab-226

sence of the perturbation is indicated by a dashed red227

line for reference.228

While the temporal evolution of the losses is qualita-229

tively reproduced using the JOREK 3D magnetic per-230

turbation, an electric field is needed to account for the231

observed energy gain. In order to assess the viability of232

the proposed acceleration mechanism, simulations have233

been carried out in a realistic magnetic equilibrium in-234

cluding a simple test model for the parallel electric field,235

which is kept static in the simulation:236

−→
E =

−→
b‖ ·A · exp

(ρ− ρ0)2

2σ2
· cos(nφ−mθ∗ + α) (1)

where
−→
b‖ is a unitary vector parallel to the magnetic237

field, A is a parameter controlling the amplitude of the238

electric field, ρ0 and σ are the centroid and width of the239

perturbation in minor radius ρ, and n and m are the240

toroidal and poloidal mode numbers respectively. φ is241

the toroidal angle coordinate, θ∗ the poloidal angle co-242

ordinate and α is the phase of the perturbation. This243

simple parametrized model resembles the 3D character244

of the expected parallel electric field, and allows us to245

perform a sensitivity scan in the main parameters of the246

perturbation (i.e: the amplitude of the parallel electric247

field and its spatial structure). A set of 105 markers were248

initialized performing a scan in the radial coordinate R249

and pitch Λ =
v‖
v defined with respect to the magnetic250

field, with a fixed energy of 90 keV, corresponding to251

the main injection energy of AUG systems. The mark-252

ers were followed during 50 µs, while the toroidal mode253

number was set to n = 10, which is in the range of ELM254

observations in AUG [31], and the poloidal mode number255

was set as m = q · n, where q is the safety factor at ρ0.256

The amplitude of the parallel electric field was set to 2257

kV/m, on the order of magnitude predicted by the mod-258

elling and well above the Dreicer electric field for these259

plasmas. The perturbation is centered in the pedestal260

edge region (i.e: ρpol = 0.9) and an extension compara-261

ble to the pedestal width (σ = 0.1). Fig. 5(c) shows the262

energy gain of the markers in the simulation. Only the263

particles exploring the edge region gain or lose energy.264

The maximum energy gain obtained is on the order of265

tens of keV, which is in agreement with the experimental266

observation. Vertical structures are observed for the ions267

in the passing region (Λ ≤ −0.5), while not such a clear268

pattern is observed for the ions in the trapped region269

(Λ ≥ −0.5). Linear and non-linear resonances between270

the particles and the perturbation [32] might be respon-271

sible for these structures, similar to recent observations272

in plasmas with externally applied 3D perturbative fields273

[33]. This is also in line with the experimental obser-274

vation of the pitch angle structure dependence with q95,275

which was found to be very clear for the passing orbits276

populated by beam source Q7, but not for the trapped277

orbits of Q8. By ramping q95, the radial location be-278

ing probed with FILD is changing and we move horizon-279

tally in Fig.5(c). For orbits in the passing region, where280

the resonances are clear vertical structures, we would be281

jumping from one resonance to another. However, for282

orbits in the trapped region, where the structure of the283

resonances is more complicated, moving along the radial284

coordinate does not necessarily lead to a different reso-285

nance. In this framework, the change in the pitch angle286

structure measured with FILD could then be understood287
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as the probing of different resonances for different q95 val-288

ues. Additional simulations have been performed vary-289

ing the 3D structure (n, ρ0, σ) and amplitude (A) of the290

electric field, within the range of values expected for dif-291

ferent ELMs. The results showed the same qualitative292

behaviour for the resonant structures in the passing and293

trapped orbit regions, and energy gains of the order of294

tens of keV. Larger values of the amplitude of the parallel295

electric field, keeping the rest of the parameters constant,296

lead to an increase in the maximum energy gain as ex-297

pected. On the other hand, the variation of the toroidal298

mode number shows that the maximum energy gain is299

larger for lower toroidal mode numbers.300

In conclusion, the first evidence of beam ion accelera-301

tion during ELMs has been presented through direct time302

resolved velocity-space measurements of fast-ion losses in303

the AUG tokamak. A simple model suggests that the304

acceleration could be explained in terms of a resonant305

interaction between the fast-ion orbits and the parallel306

electric field emerging during the ELM, when magnetic307

reconnection is believed to take place. The finding mo-308

tivates the incorporation of a kinetic description of fast309

particles in ELM models, and may shed light on the pos-310

sible contribution of fast-ions (and electrons) to the ELM311

stability. The impact on the overall particle and energy312

loss during the ELM cycle should also be investigated313

for a better understanding of the transient heat loads de-314

livered to plasma facing components and its scaling to315

future devices.316
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